
Weekly Lessons - Grade 3 
March 23-27 

 

Day Lessons and Activities 

M No School 

Tu NOTE TO PARENTS:  Remember to look for * to indicate the assignments that need to be sent to me via photo or scan for 
grading in each academic area.  
SPELLING - 

● I realize I said last week we would start, but that was before I remembered that Monday is a day off for students & 
we complete chapters during full weeks 

PE -  
● Coach T. would love for you to go outside for at least 30-45 minutes every day to unwind, relax, exercise, & have 

fun!  If you would like specific ideas for activities, please contact her.  
RELIGION - DAILY GRACE NOTES, PRAYER, & LENTEN SACRIFICE  

● Read text Ch. 16 (we read Ch. 15 before Christmas, but you may review), answer the following questions in 
notebook/looseleaf:  1.  Who is John the Baptist?   2.  What special event happened at Jesus’ Baptism at the Jordan 
River?   3.  How is the Sacrament of Baptism like the Baptism of Jesus? 

LATIN -  
● Read text p. 120, remember from Lesson 23 p. 114 that Verb Groups are called Conjugations & Noun Groups are 

called Declensions, this week we will conjugate the Latin verb amo, in preparation think of one regular or irregular 
English verb (you may refer to English textbk, wkbk, or notebook verb charts), *when you have chosen a verb write 
in your LA notebook/loose leaf the present, present participle, past, past participle, & future of your verb & write a 
sentence using each conjugation - that’s right in doing this you made a conjugation of a verb & used it in context!  :) 

ENGLISH/GRAMMAR - 
● *Wkbk p. 125 (remember to draw a diagonal line on the horizontal when forming subject complement diagrams), 

read text p. 418, p. 419 Ex. 2 in notebook/loose leaf - circle the subject noun & underline the adjective in each 
sentence 

READING - DAILY READ A BOOK OF YOUR CHOICE FOR 10-20 MINUTES 
● In LA notebook/loose leaf define the following vocabulary words from the story, THE KEEPING QUILT, remember to 

first use the context of the word in the story (the ( ) after each word is the reading text page number), secondly look 
in the glossary, & thirdly in a dictionary (book or online):  1.  haul(ing) (162),   2.  artificial (162)   3.  sew(n) (166)   4. 



border (166)   5.  linen (168) 
MATH -  

● Review multiplication & division 3 fact families, watch the YouTube video Multiplication & Division Relationships 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i31rRt5m1-4&t=178s answer in your math notebook/loose leaf the following 2 
questions:  What did you enjoy about the video?   &   What did you learn from the video? 

HISTORY - 
● Read Ch. 22 Story of the World pp. 162 - 165 (stop at Life in Athens) & answer in complete sentences the following 

4 questions in your notebook/looseleaf:  1.  Did the Greek cities all obey the same king?   2.  What did all the 
Spartan boys grow up to be?   3.  What did the boys learn in school?   4.  What were Spartan girls supposed to do?, 
choose at least 2 of your sentences to do K-W-O (remember to be creative like we were in class w/ pictures & 
symbols)  :) 

SCIENCE -  
● Read text pp. B48, B50 & B51 

ART - 
● Look around your house for interesting objects such as recyclable materials like boxes and tin cans, toilet paper or 

paper towel rolls, construction paper, buttons, string, whatever you can find!  Gather all the materials you want to 
use. 

● Decide how you are going to create your robot.  There is no right or wrong way, just make sure your robot has some 
kind of head, body, legs or another way to move and arms.  

● Attaching the pieces for your robot: Elmer’s school glue should work, but you may also use tape or have a parent 
help you with a hot glue gun.  Make sure your robot is stable, meaning he doesn’t fall apart! 

● You may also choose to cover your robot with colored or decorated paper, paint it or add fun details such as 
stickers, buttons, etc. 

● Name your robot!  What does your robot do? 
● I would love to see your finished robots!  You may email pictures to lbykowski@saintbenedictschool.org and post 

pictures/videos of your creations on the Saint Benedict Catholic School Facebook Page.  Have fun! 

W RELIGION-  
Pray the Sorrowful Mysteries on the Rosary 

LATIN-  
Read the amo conjugation box on text p. 121, pronounce each Latin word aloud (remember when reading to use the 
vowel & consonant notes we learned in Lessons 1 & 2 pp. 10 & 14), think of a strategy for each Latin to English 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i31rRt5m1-4&t=178s
mailto:lbykowski@saintbenedictschool.org
http://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/prayers-and-devotions/rosaries/how-to-pray-the-rosary.cfm


translation (as we do in class each week) & make a note of your strategy next to each  
ENGLISH/GRAMMAR - 

Wkbk p. 126 (an example of this kind of diagram can be found on wkbk. P. 104 7.11), make 2 of your own 
compound subject sentences & put in your notebook/loose leaf, you may illustrate one or both of your sentences if 
you wish :) 

READING -  
In your notebook/loose leaf follow the same directions as yesterday w/ the following vocabulary words:  6. 
handkerchief (168)   7.  poverty (170)   8.  bouquet (171)   9.  trace (175)   10.  gather(ing) (177) 

MATH -  
Using your multiplication 4 list in your notebook (or Homework Journal multiplication chart) make one division 4 list & 
make a fact family for each fact (just as you did last week w/ multiplication & division 3)  

HISTORY -  
Read Ch. 22 Story of the World pp. 165 - 168 & answer in complete sentences the following 4 questions in your 
notebook/loose leaf:  1.  What is a democracy?   2.  Did Athens think fighting was the most important thing for boys 
to learn?   3.  What kinds of things did Athenian boys learn in school?   4.  What did Athenian girls learn how to do?, 
choose at least 2 of your sentences to do K-W-O 

SCIENCE- 
Read text pp. B52 & B53 
 

MUSIC-  
● Optional Games: 

○ Play this online note-identification game. 
○ Play “Whack-a-note” (students love this). 
○ Play this Rhythm Matching Game. 

● Listen to  “Prelude in C Major” by Bach. Is the piece piano or forte? What is the tempo? What words would you use 
to describe this song? Optional: Color while you listen! You can color on blank paper or print and color this image of 
Bach himself. 

Th RELIGION -  
Review text p. 159 Stations of the Cross (blue page), watch the following video on YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0qv7c4PsrA&t=5s 
(do you recognize the music in the video)?, after watching the video  
*choose one station to illustrate/color or write a Dear Jesus prayer reflection on the station thanking Jesus for His 

https://www.classicsforkids.com/games/note_names.php
http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/interactives/steprightup/whackanote/
https://www.classicsforkids.com/games/rhythm_master.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=frxT2qB1POQ
https://www.makingmusicfun.net/pdf/worksheets/bach-coloring-page.pdf
https://www.makingmusicfun.net/pdf/worksheets/bach-coloring-page.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0qv7c4PsrA&t=5s


sacrifice for us in notebook/loose leaf  
LATIN -  

Read aloud in your best pronunciation the Lord’s Prayer from the text or your cursive handwriting sample from last 
week, do text p. 122  

ENGLISH/GRAMMAR - 
Wkbk p. 127 (an example of this kind of diagram can be found on wkbk p. 120 8.11), make 2 of your own compound 
predicate sentences & put in your notebook/loose leaf, you may illustrate one or both of your sentences if you wish 

READING -  
*Today’s assignment will carry over into tomorrow, one part is illustration & the other is cursive writing, you can do 
half one day & half the next or divide however you like 
Imagine if you had your own quilt square in a family quilt that told about you in the past, present, & future, what 
would your square include?  Think of one object that would represent each time in your life (for example - your future 
could be what you would like your career to be & if you choose a doctor you could draw a stethoscope), draw a large 
square on a piece of white construction paper or printer paper (if you don’t have notebook/loose leaf is fine), draw 
objects that would represent your past, present, or future self or draw yourself w/ these objects in action, color your 
picture/square, write a paragraph in your best cursive explaining your square & each part - present, past, & future - 
remember to incorporate what we have learned in our study of verb tenses in grammar!  :)  

MATH - 
Video Day!!  Watch the YouTube video Fractions of a Group 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bz2TbuMW3Y&t=2s 
(after watching the video see if you can find objects around the house or outside you can practice the concept), 
watch the YouTube video Fraction Bingo  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzozaby8p9w&t=8s 
(this is to get you ready & help with tomorrow’s activity - NOTE:  the lady says 4 across to win Bingo instead of 5 
across) 

HISTORY -  
*Athenians or Spartans. . .that is the question. . .?, divide a piece of paper down the middle (horizontal or vertically), 
label the left side w/ the title - Athenians & the right side w/ the title - Spartans (remember to underline your titles), 
list as many characteristics of each as you can, you can number or star bullet each item, using your text reading & 
chart write a paragraph about which you would rather have been & why  

SCIENCE - 
Read text pp. B54 & B55 

F RELIGION - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bz2TbuMW3Y&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzozaby8p9w&t=8s


Read the Gospel for Sunday, 3/29/20 - John 11:1-45, reflect on the meaning of the Gospel & what you believe Jesus 
is teaching you 

LATIN -  
Do text p. 123 “Speaking Latin” & “Write & Learn,” the “Fun Practice” is optional, but may be a fun integrated 
Latin/Art activity :) 

ENGLISH/GRAMMAR -  
Wkbk p. 128 (these are done the same way as compound predicates, but with a diagonal line on the horizontal line 
after the verb), read text p. 420 & do p. 421 Ex. 2 in your notebook/looseleaf, circle the subject noun & underline 
BOTH adjectives in each sentence 

READING -  
*Continue your quilt square activity/writing using yesterday’s directions & be sure to proofread/edit your paragraph 
for:  clarity, verb usage, capitalization, punctuation, & spelling 

MATH -  
*Make Your Own BINGO Board!  On construction paper or printer paper (if not loose leaf), concentrate on the board 
this week (next week you receive instructions on the cards & the counters), use yesterday’s Fraction Bingo video as 
an example of the number of squares, rows, & columns you need (including the middle square as your free space), 
create 24 different parts of a whole fractions for your board - you can do circles, rectangles, squares, pentagons 
(5-sided equal sides), hexagons (6-sided equal sides), etc., remember your vocabulary from last week (numerator, 
denominator, equivalent), use colors to shade your numerators or even to draw your board & grid lines, be creative, 
be colorful, & have fun w/ this! 

HISTORY -  
Read a Greek myth, Roman myth, or a story from The Odyssey &/or watch this YouTube video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVkwWo_LNZs&t=27s  
(there are more videos in this series if you are interested) :) 

SCIENCE - 
*You Get To Choose Day!  answer the text questions p. B 56 in sentence form OR choose an animal (can be from 
your diorama or art assignment from last week) & illustrate your animal in its habitat w/ some form of adaptation - a 
body part, camouflage, mimicry, or defense 
Just For Fun - you may want to explore an eagle’s nest webcam - it is very likely you will see many of the topics we 
have studied this year!  :)  

MUSIC -  
● Optional Games: 

○ Play this online note-identification game. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVkwWo_LNZs&t=27s
https://www.classicsforkids.com/games/note_names.php


○ Play “Whack-a-note” (students love this). 
○ Play this Rhythm Matching Game. 

● Listen to “Have Mercy, My God from St Matthew’s Passion” by Bach. Is the piece piano or forte? What is the tempo? 
What words would you use to describe this song? Optional: Color while you listen! 

 

http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/interactives/steprightup/whackanote/
https://www.classicsforkids.com/games/rhythm_master.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zry9dpM1_n4

